Tidal gravity changes arise from the response of the solid Earth to the tidal forces of the Sun, Moon and planets close to the Earth, and are a comprehensive reflection of the structure and distribution of physical properties of the Earth's interior. As a result, observations of tidal gravity changes are the basis of studies on other global and/or regional dynamic processes. The characteristics of tidal gravity changes in the region of the Tibetan Plateau were investigated through continuous gravity measurements recorded with a superconducting gravimeter (SG) installed in Lhasa over a year. Through contrast measurements with a spring gravimeter LaCoste-Romberg ET20 at the same site, the gravity observations in Lhasa were scaled to the international tidal gravity reference in Wuhan. Meanwhile, the scale factor of the SG was determined accurately as -777.358 ± 0.136 nm s −2 V −1 , which is about 2.2% less than the value provided by the manufacturer. The results indicate that the precision of the tidal gravity observations made with the SG in Lhasa was very high. The standard deviation was 0.459 nm s
The dominant component of the attractive forces of the Sun, Moon and nearby planets acting on the Earth maintains the Earth's orbit in space, and the small remainder (i.e. tide-generating forces) leads to the periodic tidal deformation of the solid Earth and tidal variations in the Earth's gravity field. The changes in tidal gravity are the response of the solid Earth to the tide-generating forces, and are a comprehensive reflection of the structure and distribution of physical properties in the Earth's interior. They are the dominant part of temporal gravity changes and have a very high signal-to-noise ratio in gravity measurements. On the one hand, the tide-generating forces or potential at any site on the Earth can be deduced accurately using Newton's law of universal gravitation and precise orbit parameters of the related celestial bodies obtained from the modern astronomic measurements [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Based on available equilibrium Earth models, the Earth's tidal deformation, including tidal gravity variations, can be determined theoretically through numerical integration of the tidal movement equations; i.e. the coupled elastic movement equations, mass conservation equations, constitutive equations and Poisson's equation [7] [8] [9] [10] . The Earth's tidal deformation is a geophysical phenomenon that can be predicted accurately. On the other hand, tidal gravity variations can also be determined through long-term continuous observations with a highprecision gravimeter installed on the Earth's surface. The gravimetric parameters can be evaluated accurately in different tidal frequency bands through harmonic analysis [11] [12] [13] [14] . Observations and theoretical investigation of tidal gravity changes provide important information for determining the structure of the Earth's interior, and they are the basis of studies on other global and local geodynamic processes.
The Tibetan Plateau is located in the convergent region of the Pacific Plate, Indian Plate and Eurasian Plate. The plateau is the youngest orogen, and it is the largest and highest plateau in the world. It is referred to as the Earth's third pole. Since the early 20th century, many geodetic strategies, including trigonometric surveys, arc measurements, leveling surveys, Global Positioning System measurements, and gravity measurements, have been carried out by many international research institutes to determine the present-day crustal deformation and movement of the Tibetan Plateau. The geodetic measurements have provided abundant information and basic data for studies on the mechanism of the tectonic movements of the plateau and led to some significant results [15] . In China, although some progresses have been made in the observations and investigations of gravity tides on the Tibetan Plateau [16] , the primary results are not conclusive owing to their poor precision, the instability of the used instruments and the short measurement period of half a year. The thickness of the crust in the region of the Tibetan Plateau is 65 to 75 km [15] , which is at least approximately 3 times the mean value for the whole Earth. It needs to be clarified whether the Earth's response to tidal forces in the Tibetan region is strongly affected by active tectonic movement and the extremely thick crust of the plateau, and whether the loading effects have any special pattern in this area.
The superconducting gravimeter (SG) is the best instrument for gravity measurements owing to its advantages of very high sensitivity and stability, extremely low noise level and drift, and wide frequency range of the dynamic response. SG precision can reach the order of 10 -2 nm s
. As a result, the SG plays an important role in studies on global and regional geodynamics, especially those on the vertical crust movement [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Lhasa is located in the southern part of the Tibetan Plateau, on the northern side of the Himalayan Mountains and on flat land in a valley in the middle reaches of the Lhasa River, which is a tributary of the Brahmaputra. A permanent station of continuous gravity measurements was set up in Lhasa by the Institute of Geodesy and Geophysics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, at the end of 2009 to investigate hotspots of geodynamical research such as the formation, evolution, uplifting rate, and related dynamical mechanisms of the Tibetan Plateau. An SG was installed at the Lhasa station to monitor continuous long-term local gravity variations. The main motivation of the present study is to investigate the nature of tidal gravity changes and the loading effects on the Tibetan plateau, to determine accurately the gravimetric parameters, and to establish regional preparatory references for gravity tides.
Calibration of the SG in Lhasa
A permanent gravity station was set up in Lhasa on the southern Tibetan Plateau by the Institute of Geodesy and Geophysics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, at the end of 2009. The geographical coordinates of the station are 29.645N, 91.035E, and the altitude of the station is 3632.3 m. The station comprises an SG measurement room, an SG monitoring room and a room for contrast gravity measurements. Two square observation piers with side lengths of 1.2 m were built in the contrast measurement room for convenient contrast observations of a relative or absolute gravimeter with the SG. An SG (denoted C057) was installed on an equilateral-triangle pier with side lengths of 77 cm. All the observation piers, which are 1 m in height, were concreted together with a 30-cm-thick bedding base, and separated from the surroundings by 10 cm to avoid perturbation from environmental noise. A computer in the monitoring room controls the SG and its accessories by setting associated parameters via a control system. Meanwhile, the working status of the instrument can be monitored through the real-time display of pictures and related parameters. The data, including the gravity, barometric pressure, and temperature data, are recorded automatically and stored by the computer. In addition, the control system allows remote monitoring, control and data transference via the Internet.
Being similar to a spring gravimeter, the SG is a relative gravimeter, and its output is a voltage describing relative gravity changes. Although the primary scale factor (i.e. the transfer function from the output voltage to the relative gravity change) is provided by the manufacturer, the value is not accurate enough to satisfy the requirement of highprecision gravity observations. Therefore, the scale factor of the SG must be calibrated accurately.
Through extensive international cooperation and continuous long-term comparative observations with several high-precision gravimeters, especially continuous long-term observations with an SG at the Wuhan station, an international tidal gravity reference in Wuhan has been established [22] ; the gravimetric parameters, including the amplitude factor  and phase difference , of the main tidal waves O 1 , K 1 , M 2 and S 2 in Wuhan were determined accurately. A high-precision spring gravimeter, LaCoste-Romberg (LCR) ET20, has operated at the Wuhan station for a long period.
The standard deviation of the tidal gravity observations was 7.455 nm s −2 , and the precision for the main tidal waves was better than 0.16%. Owing to strong contamination of local barometric pressure in the observations of tidal wave S 2 , as well as significant temperature disturbance near the frequency of wave S 2 , the amplitude factor determined from LCR-ET20 measurements significantly differed from the value determined from the tidal gravity reference in Wuhan. The amplitude factors of tidal waves O 1 , K 1 and M 2 were accurately determined as 1.17655, 1.14725 and 1.17281, differing respectively by 0.12%, 0.43% and 0.15% from the corresponding values obtained from the tidal gravity reference in Wuhan. This implies that the scale factor of LCR-ET20 has been normalized to the international tidal gravity reference in Wuhan, and a relative gravimeter can be calibrated accurately through measurements parallel to LCR-ET20.
To determine accurately the SG scale factor at the Lhasa station, and to normalize the tidal gravity observations in Lhasa to the international tidal gravity reference in Wuhan, LCR-ET20 was installed simultaneously in the contrast gravity measurement room of the Lhasa station to carry out parallel observations with the SG. Figure 1 illustrates the contrast in gravity observations made by LCR-ET20 and SG-C057 at the Lhasa station from December 8 to 12, 2009. It is found that the measurements made by these two instruments had similar patterns except that there were very tiny drifts in the gravity observations, g(t), made with LCR-ET20. After primary preprocessing and harmonic analysis of the data recorded simultaneously with SG-C057 and LCR-ET20 at the Lhasa station from December 8, 2009 to February 27, 2011, the gravimetric amplitude factors of the main tidal waves were estimated. The analysis indicates that although the standard deviation of LCR-ET20 measurements was as large as 11.720 nm s −2 , the precision of the amplitude-factor estimations of the main tidal waves was better than 0.2%; the standard deviation of SG-C057 measurements was 2.009 nm s −2 and the precision of the amplitude factor estimations of the main tidal waves was better than 0.05%. Because the observations of tidal wave S 2 were heavily contaminated by local barometric pressure, the weighted average of the amplitude (or amplitude factor) ratios of tidal waves O 1 , K 1 and M 2 observed with LCR-ET20 to those observed with SG-C057 was used to scale the measurements made by SG-C057, where the reciprocal of the standard deviation of each tidal wave observed with SG-C057 was chosen as the corresponding weight function. As a result, the scale factor of SG-C057 at the Lhasa station was accurately determined as -777.358 ± 0.136 nm s
, which is about 2.2% less than the value provided by the manufacturer (i.e. -795 nm s
). The relative precision of calibration was as high as 0.02%, which satisfied completely the requirements of high-precision continuous gravity measurements.
Analysis of the observations
The SG at the Lhasa station began normal recording of the temporal gravity variations on December 8, 2009 . Related data, including gravity, barometric pressure and temperature data, have been continuously and automatically acquired and stored by the computer with a sampling rate of 1 s. The continuous gravity change g(t) of 447 d duration, depicted in Figure 2 , are available and have the potential to describe the pattern of local tidal gravity variations.
The software package T-Soft [23] , which is recommended by the International Center of the Earth's Tides for the analysis of Earth tide data, was employed to preprocess the gravity data recorded with the SG at the Lhasa station. Using interactive removal-restoring technology, some incorrect records, such as spikes, steps, offsets and vibrations due to strong earthquakes, were graphically removed and then corrected. Some short gaps due to chance events, such as sudden interruption of the electricity supply and instrument failure, were interpolated using polynomials or spline functions. Additionally, 1-s-sampled data series were transformed to 1-h-sampled data series using a low-pass digital filter. Eterna3.30, a standard harmonic analysis software package [24] , was used to analyze the tidal gravity observations recorded with the SG at the Lhasa station. The gravimetric parameters were thus accurately determined and are After oceanic tides correction Theoretical a) ( ) and () are the standard deviations of the amplitude factor  and phase difference , respectively. described accurately through theoretical simulation. Using a rotating, elliptical and non-hydrostatic equilibrium Earth, the Earth's tidal movements were simulated theoretically by Dehant et al. [8] in 1999 through displacement truncation, where the anelasticity of the media in the mantle, mantle convection and excited deformation of the mantle boundaries were considered. The gravimetric parameters and Love numbers in various tidal frequency bands were determined. As a result, an accurate theoretical model of the Earth's tides was developed (denoted DDW99). For convenience of comparison, the gravimetric amplitude factors expected theoretically in DDW99 are also tabulated in Table 1 .
Comparing the gravimetric amplitude factors retrieved from the SG-C057 measurements at the Lhasa station with those expected in DDW99, it is found that their differences were very small, their standard deviation was only 0.00987, and the differences for the several tidal waves with largest amplitudes, namely O 1 , P 1 , K 1 , N 2 , M 2 , and S 2 , were about 1%. This means that the loading effects of oceanic tides on the tidal gravity observations are very weak in the Lhasa region owing to the station being far from the ocean.
Loading effects of oceanic tides and atmosphere
The dominant component of the observed residuals of the gravity tides is mainly due to the loading effects of global and local oceanic tides, including direct effects (i.e. Newton's attraction due to the mass of ocean water) and indirect effects (i.e. deformation of the Earth's surface and additional gravitational potential due to mass redistribution in the Earth's interior). In the most areas of the world, the loading effects of oceanic tides can reach 1%-2% of the magnitude of gravity tides. Furthermore, they can be as large as 3%-4% of the magnitude of gravity tides in coastal regions. According to the classical theory of surface loads, the loading effects of the oceanic tides, including amplitude L and phase , can be simulated by means of global convolution integration of the height of each oceanic tide and Green's functions of surface loads [25] [26] [27] . In 1980, Schwiderski developed the first available global model of oceanic tides [28] . With the development of satellite altimeters and the long-term accumulation of their data, more and more global models of oceanic tides with higher precision and higher spatial resolution have been developed [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] .
The global oceanic tides model Nao99 [32] with spatial resolution of 0.5  0.5, developed by Matsumoto et al through the assimilation of 5-year data recorded by the Topex/Poseidon altimeter and the data recorded by many tide gauges around Japan, was used in this study. Compared with other global oceanic tides models, the regional ocean tides in the shallow area around Japan were significantly improved in Nao99, and the model is thus the most appropriate for loading correction of oceanic tides in the Asian area. Nao99 provides digital co-tidal maps of seven diurnal tidal waves (i.e. Q 1 , O 1 , M 1 , P 1 , K 1 , J 1 and OO 1 ) and eight semidiurnal tidal waves (i.e.  2 , N 2 ,  2 , M 2 , L 2 , T 2 , S 2 and K 2 ) with relatively large amplitudes. The loading vector L(L, ) of each of these tidal waves was obtained using the algorithm of integrated Green's functions [27] and is presented in Table 2 . The numerical results indicate that the tidal gravity observations recorded at the Lhasa station were only slightly affected by the oceanic tide loading because Lhasa is located on an inland plateau far from the ocean. In consideration of the magnitude of each tidal wave at the Lhasa station, the loading effects of oceanic tides on the tidal gravity observations in the semidiurnal frequency band are slightly stronger. Among these tidal waves, M 2 has the largest amplitude for the loading vector of oceanic tides of 4.122 nm s , which is only about 0.6% of the observed amplitude for gravity tides. In the diurnal frequency band, the strongest effect of oceanic tide loads on gravity tides is that for K 1 , whose amplitude is only 1.667 nm s For the other tidal waves with lower amplitudes, the oceanic tide loading vectors were obtained by interpolating or extrapolating in the frequency domain [34] . The loading vector of the oceanic tide for wave M 4 was obtained using the co-tide maps provided by global oceanic tides model Fes2004.
Using the phasor difference of the observed vector of gravity tides and the loading vector of oceanic tides for each wave, the loading effects of oceanic tides were removed from the tidal gravity observations, and the gravimetric parameters after correction of the oceanic tide loading were obtained and tabulated also in Table 1 . The numerical results indicate that the oceanic tide loads induced very little perturbation in the gravimetric parameters recorded at the Lhasa station, and the perturbation in the gravimetric parameters excited by the oceanic tide loads were less than 0.6% for the tidal waves with amplitude exceeding 20 nm s 2 and S 2 with the largest amplitudes were simulated by combining the global oceanic tide model and the local co-tides for China; those of the other tidal waves were computed using Nao99 only.
Having removed the loading effects of oceanic tides, the amplitude factors of gravity tides, measured with the SG at the Lhasa station, only changed slightly, with the amplitude factors decreasing respectively 0.6%, 0.4% and 0.1% for Q 1 , O 1 and N 2 , while they increased 0.2%, 0.3%, 0.3% and 0.3% for tidal waves P 1 , K 1 , S 2 and K 2 , respectively, and the amplitude factor of M 2 hardly changed. On the whole, the observations were closer to the theoretical and experimental models for the gravity tides after correction, and the standard deviation between the SG057 observations in Lhasa and theoretical model DDW99 decreased from 0.00987 to 0.00771.
The loading effects of barometric pressure are the largest noise source in the tidal gravity observations except for the oceanic tide loads. As a result, the atmospheric effects should be effectively removed from the measurements of gravity tides. Previous studies indicated that the loading effects of barometric pressure on gravity observations predominantly arise from the contribution of the local atmosphere surrounding the station, and the effects mainly concentrated on the annual and seasonal variations in the long-period frequency band and the vibrations of the atmospheric tides from S 1 to S 12 with periods from 1 to 12 cycles per day, which relate to solar heating. The atmosphere within 50 km of the station accounted for 90%-95% of the atmospheric influence [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] , which has been confirmed by the measurements with the SGs at globally distributed stations. The loading effects of local atmosphere can be described as a transfer function from the station barometric pressure to nontidal gravity variations, which is called atmospheric gravity admittance because of strong correlation between the variations in the atmospheric pressure at the station and those in the local area surrounding the station. Continuous gravity observations made with the SGs distributed globally indicate that the atmospheric effects evaluated using the station barometric pressure were in good agreement with those simulated using either local or global barometric pressure. The atmospheric gravity admittance was about -3.360 nm s −2 hPa −1
, depending on the location of the station and frequencies of the signatures [14, 39, 40] . The measurement results indicate that there were no obvious seasonal or annual variations in the local atmospheric pressure at the Lhasa station, unlike the case in areas of low or moderate latitude. The pressure changes were mainly concentrated on the short-period perturbations and their magnitudes reached as high as −30 hPa. In the period from June to September, the predominant components of the local barometric pressure variations were highfrequency vibrations with smaller magnitudes, while the frequencies of the barometric pressure variations and the magnitudes increased in the remaining period. The atmospheric gravity admittance was estimated as -3.7400.006 nm s −2 hPa −1 at the Lhasa station, and did not significantly differ from values either predicted by theoretical simulation or obtained with the SGs at stations in other areas [14, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . To show intuitively the loading effects of local barometric pressure on the gravity measurement, Figure 3 depicts the nontidal gravity variations measured with the SG and those induced by local barometric pressure at the Lhasa station. It is found that almost all the obvious gravity disturbances were related to the loading effects of local atmospheric pressure. The magnitudes of pressure-induced gravity changes reached as high as 112.3 nm s −2
. The pressure considerably affected the gravity measurements in each frequency band. The harmonic analysis results indicate that when the atmospheric effects were removed, the standard deviation of the tidal gravity observations made with the SG at the Lhasa station significantly decreased from 2.009 to 0.459 nm s 
Discussion and conclusion
The Wuhan station is unique fundamental one for the international tidal gravity reference in the Asian continent. Through long-term contrast measurements with a highprecision spring gravimeter, LCR-ET20, at the Wuhan and Lhasa stations, the SG installed at the Lhasa station can be calibrated accurately. Meanwhile, the tidal gravity observations at the Lhasa station can be normalized to the international tidal gravity reference. Matching the tidal gravity observations of the several largest-amplitude waves (including O 1 , K 1 and M 2 ) with LCR-ET20 and SG057 data, the scale factor of SG057 installed at the Lhasa station was determined accurately as -777.358±0.136 nm s
). The calibration precision was 0.02% and satisfied the requirement of high-precision continuous gravity measurements.
The loading effects of oceanic tides and local barometric pressure on the tidal gravity observations made at the Lhasa station were investigated. Applying the classical theory of surface loads, the loading effects of oceanic tides on the tidal gravity observations made at the Lhasa station were theoretically computed using the global oceanic tide model Nao99 and the numerical method of integrated Green's functions. The numerical results indicate that the oceanic tide loads only induced tiny gravity changes at the Lhasa station, whose magnitudes were less than 0.6% of the observed amplitude of each tidal wave. The loading effects of oceanic tides on the gravimetric parameters were also very tiny. To validate the oceanic tide model used in this study, several numerical experiments had been made using the oceanic tide models of Schwiderski, Got00, Fes04 and Tpxo07; all the results were very close to those obtained using oceanic tide model Nao99. The noise in the tidal gravity observations made with the SG at the Lhasa station mainly arose from the loading effects of local atmospheric pressure. The local pressure changes were mainly shortperiod perturbations and there were no obvious seasonal variations in the region. The atmospheric gravity admittance was evaluated as -3.740  0.006 nm s . Having removed the loading effects of local pressure, the nontidal gravity disturbance observed with SG057 became much quieter and the standard deviation significantly decreased from 2.009 to 0.459 nm s . With complete startup of the monitoring network of the tectonic environment of the Chinese continent, many absolute and relative gravity measurements have been carried out on the Tibetan Plateau and its surrounding regions. Because of their particularity, the loading effects of local barometric pressure should be carefully taken into account to obtain high-precision gravity data to meet the requirements of dynamic research in the related regions.
After careful preprocessing, treatment and analysis of the tidal gravity measurements recorded with SG057 from December 8, 2009 to February 27, 2011 at the Lhasa station, and after removal of the loading effects of local atmospheric pressure, the gravimetric parameters were determined accurately. The results indicate that the precision of the tidal gravity observations with SG057 in Lhasa was very high, and the standard deviation was 0.459 nm s . The precision of the estimation of gravimetric parameters of the four main tidal waves O 1 , K 1 , M 2 and S 2 was better than 0.006% while that of the other tidal waves with amplitude exceeding 20 nm s −2 was better than 0.09%. Therefore, the tidal gravity observations made with SG057 at the Lhasa station can be regarded as a regional tidal gravity reference for the gravity measurements and dynamic research on the Tibetan Plateau and its surrounding regions, especially for the establishment of a monitoring network for the tectonic environment of the Chinese continent. The tidal gravity observations made with SG057 at the Lhasa station have the potential to obtain information on some unknown features of the Earth's tidal deformation because of their extremely high precision. Having removed the loading effects of oceanic tides and local barometric pressure, it is found that the tidal gravity observations significantly differed from the values recently expected theoretically, with the difference for the four main tidal waves ranging from 0.9% to 1.4% and averaging about 1%; the detailed numerical results are presented in Table 1 . The results of theoretical simulation and actual measurements of the gravity tides indicate that the tidal gravity variations are actually global long-wavelength signatures describing the response of an average Earth to the tide-generating forces imparted by celestial bodies [10] . The Earth's rotation, ellipticity and inelasticity only lead to tiny disturbances of Love numbers and gravimetric amplitude factors of the body tides. Their greatest contribution is the resonant enhancement of the Love numbers and the gravimetric amplitude factors of the diurnal tides related to their frequencies. The difference between the gravimetric amplitude factors of the main tidal waves observed and those expected theoretically should be no more than about 0.4% in most areas in the world [11] [12] [13] [14] 16, 22] . It is affirmed that the relatively large difference between the gravimetric amplitude factors observed with SG057 at the Lhasa station and those expected theoretically is associated with the regional structure anomalies relative to the mean Earth model or other local perturbation elements except atmospheric pressure and oceanic tides. As is well known, in the area of the Tibetan Plateau, the largest local perturbation is due to variations in the glaciers covering the plateau. However, glacier ablation and its associated rebound are long-term slow processes and hardly affect the tidal deformation of the Earth. As a result, it is acceptable that the relatively large difference between the gravimetric amplitude factors observed with SG057 at the Lhasa station and those expected theoretically might be due to the combined contribution of the active tectonic movement of the Tibetan Plateau and its surrounding areas and the regional extremely thick crust. Of course, a more certain conclusion cannot be drawn until SG data are accumulated for a longer period and further associated theoretical studies are carried out.
Because of the interaction between the elliptical fluid core and the solid deformable mantle, the core has a nearly diurnal free wobble (NDFW) relative to the whole Earth, and behaves as a free core nutation (FCN) in the inertial space, which leads to resonant enhancement in the observations of the diurnal gravity tides and gravimetric amplitude factors of the diurnal tidal waves depending on their frequencies. These are important characteristics of the tidal gravity observations [7] [8] [9] [10] 14, 41] . Using tidal gravity observations with SG057 at the Lhasa station, the nearly diurnal resonance parameters were fitted, and the FCN period was retrieved as 450.5  8.6 sidereal days, which is slightly longer than those retrieved by stacking the tidal gravity observations made with global SGs [14, 41] . The main reason is the tiny departure of the gravimetric parameters observed with the SG at the Lhasa station due to the active tectonic movement of the Tibetan Plateau and its surrounding areas and the regional extremely thick crust. Even so, the gravimetric amplitude factors observed with the SG at the Lhasa station clearly had a pattern of nearly diurnal resonance, which is depicted in Figure 4 .
On all accounts, the tidal gravity observations made with the SG at the Lhasa station clearly indicate that the tidal gravity changes and loading effects of oceanic tides and local barometric pressure behave obviously the regional particularities, and the observations provide reliable references and correction models for related measurements and studies in this area, especially for the building of a monitoring network of the tectonic environment on the Chinese continent and subsequent research. With the accumulation of SG data at the Lhasa station, the long-term gravity changes related to the tectonic movement of the plateau will be obtained and provide a constraint for studies on regional continental dynamics.
